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3 Self-assessment questions

v An innovative medicine (OECD definition 2018) should offer greater efficacy, 
reduced toxicity or both.

Ø Yes/No?

v Cardiology and gastroenterology belong to the dominant therapeutic areas
among approvals of novel drugs by FDA and EMA in 2019.

Ø Yes/No?

v Do pricing of novel drugs depend on relevant patients outcome?
Ø Yes/No?





Approvals of novel drugs by FDA and EMA in 2019



Novel FDA approvals since 1993

N=28 (58%) priority review products
(expected to offer significant improvements over standards)
N=21 (44%) with orphan drug designation
(rare diseases that affect > 200,000 people in the USA)



Center for Drug Evaluation and Research (CDER): 
Approvals 2019 by selected therapeutic areas

Cancer dominant therapeutic area (N=11, 23%)
Neurological products (N=9, 19%)
Hematology products (N=6, 13%)
Infectious disease products (N=5, 10%), 10%)



N=30
N = 12 Oncology/Hematology
N=    7 Orphan Drugs

Novel EMA approvals in 2019



2014: 100 Billion US $
2019: 174 Billion US $



IQWIG‘s assessment
2011-2017



Key messages
• More than 50% of new drugs lack proof of added therapeutic benefit
• To increase innovation: comparative data at the point of drug approval
• Reimbursement and pricing at levels that reward relevant outcomes
Ø Legal and regulatory framework should be revised :

Introduce new drug development models/focus on the needs of patients







„Current Perspective on Drugs for Cancer
The Best of Times, the Worst of Times“* –
Cancer Drug Development and Approval, Pricing

This is a time of unprecedented hope in the development of 
treatments for cancer. For many patients, it can also be a time of
despair and economic hardship. New drugs and treatment regimens
proliferate faster than most physicians can keep pace with.
Comunication choices among the options in disseminated cancer…..
can become almost impossible in a context of month-by-month change
in complex treatment strategies and new subgroup classifications.
And faced with the urgency of this task, the traditional methodology
of randomized clinical trials may be seen too slow and cumbersome.

* Lehmann R. & Gross C.P., JAMA Intern. Med. 2019, 179, 913















Recommendation for further reading

2 Editorials
10 Articles



3 Take-home messages

Ø EMA and FDA have increasingly accepted less data and more surrogate
endpoints, and have shortened their review times.

Ø More than 50% of new drugs lack proof of added therapeutic benefit.

Ø Monthly treatment costs for cancer drugs are not associated with the level
of clinical benefit in Europe/USA.


